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Wide gaps associated  
with gas giants

ALMA 1.3 mm image of HD169142 (Fedele et al. 2017)



ALMA 1.3 mm image of HD169142 (Perez et al. 2019)
see also Enrique Macias’ talk and recent paper

Wide gaps associated  
with gas giants



Fine rings and gaps  
in the outer region

ALMA 1.3 mm image of HD169142 (Perez et al. 2019)
see also Enrique Macias’ talk and recent paper

Wide gaps associated  
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Fig. 1.— Top: Surface density maps of gas and dust in a representative model (H003MP02) at 1600 orbits (0.26 Myr at 30 AU), showing
multiple gaps and rings produced by a 1.8M� planet. The green plus and dot mark the locations of the star and the planet, respectively.
The inner region is manually masked out. Bottom: Azimuthally averaged radial profiles of surface density perturbations in dust (solid line)
and gas (dashed line) with gaps and rings labeled: IRn (the n-th inner ring from the planet), IGn (the n-th inner gap), MR (middle ring),
HR (the horseshoe ring), ORn (the n-th outer ring), and OGn (the n-th outer gap). Density fluctuations in gas are much smaller than in
dust. See §2 for details.

provide a diagnostic. Bae & Zhu (2018b, Fig. 3) showed
that more density waves can be discerned in colder disks,
or in disks perturbed by lower mass planets.

3.2. The Time Evolution of rgap and rring
Figure 4 shows the time evolution of a representative

Model H003MP02. The radial profiles of ⌃dust/⌃dust,0 at
700, 1100, 1600, 2600 orbits are plotted. At these times,
⌃dust at OG2 (outer gap 2) is depleted by 30%, 50%,
70%, and 90%, respectively. Gap depths are still evolv-
ing at 2600 orbits (0.43 Myr at 30 AU). Rings become

more optically thick and gaps widen with time, making
gap contrast and width problematic metrics in model-
observation comparisons.
While gaps deepen noticeably with time, their loca-

tions do not change as much. From 700 to 2600 orbits,
IG1 (inner gap 1) moves away from the planet by 15%;
all other gap locations drift by less than 2%. In compari-
son, the two most prominent dust rings, OR1 (outer ring
1) and IR1 (inner ring 1), move away from the planet
by 17% and 25%, respectively. The fractional separation
(a direct observable) �OG1,IG1 increases by 6%, while

Dong et al. (2017, 2018) 
Goodman & Rafikov (2001)
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Fig. 2.— Azimuthally averaged radial profiles of ⌃dust/⌃dust,0 for five H004MP02 runs at 850 orbits at di↵erent resolutions. Runs A, C,
and E successively double the number of radial cells (nr), while runs B, C, and D successively double the number of azimuthal cells (n�).
The profiles at r & 0.4rp converge with a grid of 4608⇥ 3072 or more cells (C, D, E). See §2.1 for details.

�OR1,IR1 increases by 21% over the course of the simu-
lation.
We conclude that gap locations (spacings) serve as the

most robust metrics for model-observation comparisons.
Tables A.1 and A.2 in the Appendix list the locations and
values of ⌃dust/⌃dust,0, respectively, of rings and gaps in
selected models at a time when OG1 is ⇠50% depleted
(for the exact times, see Table 1, second to last column).

3.3. The Dependence of Gap Spacing on h/r and Mp

Figure 5 plots the radial profiles of ⌃dust/⌃dust,0 in
models with varying h/r (top) and Mp (bottom). The
corresponding 2D dust maps can be found in the Ap-
pendix Figure A.1. All models are shown when surface
densities inside gaps are ⇠50% of their original values.
As h/r increases, or Mp decreases, gaps move away

from the planet and become more widely separated. Here
we explain these trends in the framework of the weakly
nonlinear density wave theory (Goodman & Rafikov
2001; Rafikov 2002a), and provide empirical fitting func-
tions for rOG1, rIG1, and rIG2.
Under the local approximation (constant ⌃gas and h/r

in the planet’s vicinity), Goodman & Rafikov (2001)
found that the primary density waves launched to either
side of the planet’s orbit shock after traveling a radial
“shocking length” equal to

lsh ⇡ 0.8

✓
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where � is the adiabatic index (� = 1 for isothermal
gas). The shocks mark the onset of wave dissipation and
gap opening in gas. For planets with Mp ⇠ 0.1–0.5Mth,
lsh ⇠ 1–2h. We expect the shock locations rp ± lsh to
mark the locations of dust gaps IG1 and OG1, though
the identification is not perfect — the shock locations
correspond to the edges of gas gaps, while dust gaps have

finite radial widths, and have di↵erent profiles from gas
gaps. Another issue is that Eqn. (9) is only exact in the
limit Mp ⌧ Mth.
Nevertheless, we find the scaling relations implied by

Eqn. (9) — lsh / h and lsh / M�2/5
p — fit the behav-

iors of rOG1�rp and rp�rIG1 well, as shown in Figure 6.
Consequently, rOG1�rIG1, a.k.a. the “double gap” sep-
aration, obeys the same scalings. Empirically we find
that

rOG1 � rIG1

rp
⇡ 2.9
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◆
. (10)

We expect the agreement to deteriorate as Mp ap-
proaches Mth.
The gaps inward of IG1 appear opened by the dissi-

pation of additional (secondary, tertiary, etc.) density
waves excited by the planet (Bae et al. 2017). No theo-
retical calculations quantifying how these waves dissipate
have been carried out. We find that rp � rIG2 does not
scale with Mp and h/r as in Eqns. (9)–(10); instead, the
location of IG2 can be fitted by:

1� rIG2

rp
⇡ 2.2

✓
Mp

Mth

◆�0.2 ✓h

r

◆0.7

. (11)

Compared with those of the double gap, the dependences
of rp�rIG2 on both h/r and Mp are weaker.
Empirically fitting the locations of gaps further inward

of IG2 is possible, but only a small number of models
robustly reveal such gaps and so we have not performed
this exercise.

3.4. The Number and Depths of Gaps

In contrast to gap spacings, the total number of gaps
opened by a planet evolves more strongly with time. As
they deepen, more gaps become visible (e.g., Figure 4).

Low viscosity disk:

Two gaps, one planet

Also: dependence on choice of EOS  
(Miranda & Rafikov 2019)
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Dusty FARGO2D-ADSG simulation w/ Lagrangian particles (C. Baruteau’s code)
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100 orbits

150 orbits

200 orbits

300 orbits

Locations of the rings (mutual 
separations) suggest the planet is 
migrating 

~1 au / 10k years



Perez, Casassus, Baruteau, Dong, Hales & Cieza (2019)
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Figure 4. Side-by-side comparison between the ALMA 1.3 mm image of HD 169142 (left, same as in Fig. 1) and the predicted image based on
the hydrodynamic simulation of a migrating mini-Neptune planet of ⇠10 M� (right). After 150 orbits, the triple ring system emerges in the
outer disk. The inner disk and ring B1 are not included in the hydrodynamic simulation but added a posteriori at the radiative transfer stage.

the two gaps, they will likely open one common gap instead
of two. Moreover, the similarity between D3 and D4 sug-
gests that if they are produced by two planets, these ought to
have formed at similar times and with similar masses. The
dynamical interactions between the closely orbiting planets
might also make them unstable.

3.4.2. How does an inner giant planet impact the structure of
rings B2, B3 and B4?

In recent years, it has been shown that planet perturbations
can extend far beyond the Hill radius if the disk viscosity is
low (Bae et al. 2018). Since the model presented here as-
sumes a very low viscosity, any inner giant planet (in D2, for
example) could have an impact on the outer triple ring sys-
tem. In a debris disk or a protoplanetary disk with low gas
surface density, giant planets could potentially produce fine
structures by mean motion resonances with the dust. How-
ever, HD 169142 is gas rich and the dust in the outer region
is still coupled to the gas distribution. To further test the
possibility that the fine structure is somehow related to in-
ner giant planets, we included a giant planet in our simula-
tion, of roughly a Jupiter mass located in the middle of D2
at 38 AU (see Appendix C). The giant indeed opens a deep
gap in the gas, but fails to generate any additional narrow
rings in the outer disk. However, the spiral wakes excited
by the giant and the vortices at the gap edge (produced by
the Rossby wave instability) induce eccentricity on the outer
triple rings associated with the mini-Neptune (Fig. 6). Re-
cent scattered light imaging indeed shows faint spiral fea-
tures at the disk surface which can be associated to putative
giant planets in the wide gaps (Gratton et al. 2019). The dust
particles around the mini-Neptune can acquire non-circular
trajectories either (i) by direct gravitational interaction with

the mini-Neptune, whose eccentricity varies on account of
the inner giant’s wakes depositing energy and angular mo-
mentum in the planet’s horseshoe region (Fig. 7), and/or (ii)
by being deflected by the (shock) wakes upon crossing them.

The addition of a giant planet adds significant complexities
as the final configuration of rings would strongly depend on
the initial conditions for the dust distribution and the precise
timing of the formation of the mini Neptune and the giant
planet. As protoplanetary disk observations grow in sensi-
tivity and resolution, more and new ingredients need to be
considered in the modeling efforts. This paper is meant as a
proof of concept to show that a simple one-planet simulation
can account for seemingly complex sub-structure in the outer
ring of a transition disk. Finding a perfect fit to the data is not
in the scope of this work. Indeed, some important aspect have
been left aside such as: dust growth (e.g., Bae et al. 2018) and
fragmentation, dust back-reaction onto the gas (e.g., Gonza-
lez et al. 2017; Dipierro et al. 2018), dust torque due to scat-
tered pebbles (Benı́tez-Llambay & Pessah 2018), 3-D and
MHD effects (e.g., Flock et al. 2015; Miranda et al. 2017),
and possibly many more. The inclusion of planet migration
was needed here to explain the asymmetry in the rings’ mu-
tual separations, a step forward towards understanding how
low-mass planet migration can be studied from observations
of dust radial structures. However, a proper account of dust
dynamics, planet accretion and thermodynamics, in a self-
consistent way, is necessary to build the migration history
of these low-mass protoplanets (Benı́tez-Llambay & Pessah
2018).

3.4.3. What can these observations tell us about the planet
formation process?

ALMA observation

migrating 10x Earth mass planet

hydro+RT model

10x Earth 
mass planet

hydro model

Outer regions in disks with cavities (a.k.a transition disks) can be fertile for planet formation.  
HD169142: proof of concept to interpret the architecture of the outer regions of disks showing 

evidence of giant protoplanets, with low mass planet formation.
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Circumplanetary disks via kinematics 

3D hydrodynamic simulation, isothermal (SPH/Gadget) 

12CO gas prediction

5 MJup

kink at CPD 
location

Perez, Dunhill, Casassus et al. (2015) ApJL 811:L5



kink at CPD 
location

I. kink at the CPD location
II. local increase in velocity dispersion 

CPD dispersion



Kinematic detections

HD 97048 (Pinte et al. 2019)

HD 163296 (Pinte et al. 2018)

Velocity kink

see Christophe Pinte’s posters and Daniel Price’s poster



Perez, Casassus & Benitez-Llambay (2018)

planet-disk interactions via kinematics 

3D isothermal simulation, FARGO3D (GPU), 1000 orbits

L14 S. Pérez, S. Casassus and P. Benı́tez-Llambay

Figure 1. Simulation results for P01J (1 MJup, top row), P05J (5 MJup, middle), and P10J (10 MJup, bottom) in the mid-plane after 1000 orbits. Left to
right: Logarithm of the gas density (ρ), radial velocity (vr), colatitude velocity (vθ ), and the deviations from the sub-Keplerian equilibrium solution in the
azimuthal component #vφ /vsubKep. Values are in physical units. Simulations are scaled to rp = 100 au. The gaps, spiral wakes, and vortices are prominent in
all three simulations. In vθ , positive values represent gas moving towards the mid-plane, while vr > 0 represents gas moving outwards. The disc rotation is
counter-clockwise. The vortex and spiral wakes are labelled in the bottom right panel.

weighted velocity centroid of the Doppler-shifted line emission (first
moment maps). Since no dust is considered at the ray-tracing stage,
the synthetic line emission cubes do not suffer from continuum
over subtraction due to CO absorption (see Boehler et al. 2017,
their fig. 8).

To address the observability of the planet–disc interaction signa-
tures under realistic observing conditions, we first scale our 12CO
emission maps to an average flux density of 30 mJy beam−1 (in
a 50 mas beam) at 100 au (similar to the flux levels reported for
TW Hya, Huang et al. 2018), then we input these into CASA 5.1
simobserve. A 10 h integration in configuration C43-9 (13.8 km
baseline) combined with a 3 h integration in C43-5 (1.4 km baseline)
is needed to produce a well-sampled uv-coverage that unambigu-
ously recovers the signatures (calibrations will require a similar
amount of time). We further corrupted the visibilities with the task
ms.corrupt() to obtain an RMS level in each 0.25 km s−1 chan-
nel of ∼1 mJy beam−1. The beam is ∼50 × 80 mas beam (Briggs
weighting 0.5). The signal-to-noise achieved at the planet’s radius is
∼30. The low inclination of our synthetic disc (i=20◦) implies that
a high spectral resolution (0.25 km s−1) is required to resolve the
kinematics. The exact observing times and configurations required
will depend on specific properties of the target. For example, for
higher inclination angles the kinematics can be traced with lower
spectral resolution. Finally, the first moment maps were computed
in the CLEANed spectral cubes (produced with CASA tclean)

by performing a Gaussian fit. The centroids of these Gaussians
comprise the velocity fields shown in the fourth column in Fig. 3.

The temperature field obtained via the Monte Carlo solution of
thermal equilibrium yields similar values to the isothermal power
law used in the hydro simulation. The temperatures in our RT do-
main within 200 au are well above 25 K, preventing CO freeze-out
from being an issue. The sound speed at the location of the planet is
of the order of ∼90 m s−1, which is small compared to the deviations
in Keplerian motion which we present in Section 3. Heating from
the planet is not considered in our calculation – its impact would
be at small scales near the CPD. Changes in the thermodynamics of
the whole disc, e.g. an adiabatic disc where compressional heating
from spiral wakes becomes relevant, could in principle produce dis-
tinct kinematic signatures. Exploring these thermodynamic effects
is beyond the scope of our paper.

3 R ESULTS

Mid-plane densities after 1000 orbits are shown in the left column of
Fig. 1. The gap edge is Rossby unstable, leading to the formation of
a large-scale vortex in the outer disc (Lovelace et al. 1999; Varnière
& Tagger 2006 ). The vortex is stable and long-lived due to our
choice of low viscosity (Fu et al. 2014). After 1000 orbits, well-
defined gaps, spiral wakes in the inner and outer disc, as well as
a lopsided overdensity region in the outer disc are observed in all
our simulations. Detailed descriptions of these structures as density

MNRASL 480, L12–L17 (2018)Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnrasl/article-abstract/480/1/L12/5039650
by Universidad de Chile user
on 15 August 2018
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Figure 1: Mid-plane structure of the gas density field and of each of the spherical-coordinate com-
ponents of the velocity field, in a FARGO3D hydrodynamical simulation (Pérez et al., 2018). Note
the sign reversal of the azimuthal velocity component at the location of the embedded planet, after
subtraction of the background sub-Keplerian flow.

1 Scientific justification

Direct detections of planets that are still embedded in a gaseous protoplanetary disk have been
remarkably elusive. So far only one protoplanet example appears to hold scrutiny, i.e. PDS70b
Keppler et al. (2018). Perhaps the photospheric signal from young planets and their circum-planetary
accretion disks (CPDs) is obscured, or is simply too faint for current direct imaging technology. Yet
most models for the structures observed in disks involve planet/disk interactions: giant planets
can evacuate radial gaps, launch spiral arms, and trigger the crescent-shaped pile-up of mm-grains
associated to vortices. The gas and dust density fields are thus appealing proxies of the location and
mass of embedded bodies (e.g. Dong & Fung, 2017). The planetary origin of such density structures
is debated, however, as exemplified by the alternative scenarios in HL Tau and TWHya (see Dong
et al., 2018a, and references therein).

The use of molecular-line kinematics as an alternative approach to the identification of protoplanets
has emerged in recent years, as the gaseous velocity field also bears the imprint of planet/disk
interactions (see Fig. 1). Members of our proposal team (‘we’ hereafter) have linked embedded
planets with wiggle-shaped deviations from sub-Keplerian rotation in channel maps (Perez et al.,
2015). However, such wiggles are ubiquitous in channel maps and can also be due to noise
or systematics from synthesis imaging limitations, or from structure in the underlying continuum
optical depth. Although wiggly channel maps are expected from planet/disk interactions, it is not
possible to infer the location of embedded planets directly from the observed channel map wiggles.

We thus designed a technique to filter the velocity centroid image and pin-point the location of
the perturber (Pérez et al., 2018). After subtraction of the sub-Keplerian background flow, the
velocity reversal in azimuth along the planetary wakes, right at the location of the planet, should
be observable as a Doppler-flip in molecular line map, provided the azimuthally symmetric
background is adequately subtracted.

We have applied our velocity filter to the existing data. HD100546 shows a clear Doppler-
flip signature (Fig. 2, paper in prep.). Although the predicted channel-map wiggles in 12CO have
tentatively been identified in HD 163296 (Pinte et al., 2018), our analysis of these and finer angular
resolution data shows that the concomitant Doppler-flip in the velocity centroid is not detected
(based on the data in Isella et al., 2018, see also their velocity centroid). If a planet is causing the
wiggles in HD 163296, the data are not deep enough to corroborate its location via the Doppler-flip.

1



Perez, Casassus  
& Benitez-Llambay (2018)

planet 
wakes

planet-disk interactions via kinematics 



Perez, Casassus & Benitez-Llambay (2018)3D isothermal simulation, FARGO3D (GPU), 1000 orbits

Velocity centroids Deviations from Keplerianity

see also: moment 2 predictions in “Planet-induced Line Broadening in Gaps” by Dong, Liu & Fung (2019) 
and vortex prediction by P. Huang et al. (2018)



simple parametric model 
with optically thick 

continuum ring



HD100546 with ALMA at 1.3 mm

Perez et al. 2019 on ArXiv18x12 mas beam in continuum 
70x50 mas beam in CO chans 

but, which kink is a protoplanet?



Casassus & Perez (2019) on ArXiv

To find the CPD we need to subtract the ~Keplerian background (conical transform)

Needs high-fidelity line observations

gas kinematics continuum deviations from Keplerianity

4 CASASSUS & PEREZ

Figure 1. Doppler-flip in HD 100546. a: v�, observed 12CO(2-1) line centroid (paper I), after continuum subtraction. b: vm� , azimuthal average
of the line centroid. c: Contours for v� � vm� , taken at 0.7 and 0.9 times the peak (1.1 km s�1) in both red and blue, overlaid on the 230 GHz
continuum presented in paper I. d: v� � vm� , non-axially symmetric velocity field.

Figure 2. Orientation of HD 100546: radial variations in the devia-
tions of PA, i, and  from their value for the whole radial domain.

within 0.400to 0.600, the best fit mass enclosed within 0.400is
M? = 2.05 ± 0.01M�. The uncertainties in M? are esti-
mated using the error on the mean, which is smaller than the
scatter plotted in Fig. 3 by a factor ⇠ 1/

p
Nb ⇠ 1/10, where

Nb is the number of independent data points (i.e the number
of clean beams along a fixed radius).

3.2. HD 97048 and HD 163296
Although the predicted channel-map wiggles in 12CO have

tentatively been identified in HD 163296 (Pinte et al. 2018b),
our analysis of these and finer angular resolution data shows
that the concomitant Doppler-flip in the velocity centroid is
not detected (based on the data in Isella et al. 2018, see
also their velocity centroid). In Fig. 4, the scatter within a
radius of 0.500centered at the location of the putative pro-
toplanet is 0.07 km s�1, and a factor of ⇠4 smaller when
smoothing to ⇠ 50 au scales (corresponding to the section
of the planetary wakes, see Fig. 4 in Pinte et al. 2018b).
Thus any Doppler-flip at the predicted planet location is
less than 0.05 km s�1 (at 3�). We compute a systemic ve-
locity of 5.79 ± 0.02 km s�1, and the global orientation is

‘Doppler-flip’ 
Δv > 2 km/s
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• ‘2 narrow gaps and 3 rings’ can be used to study planetary cores of a few Earth 
masses, as shown in HD169142 thanks to its isolated outer region:                                                                     
a migrating low mass planet can reproduce the rings  
#DustSubstructures #Migration #OnePlanetTwoGaps 

• kinematics is a great way of detecting/characterising giant protoplanets.                                                 
It requires high-fidelity: kinks everywhere.   Probes larger scale planet-disk 
interactions #CPD #Vortices #Gaps #SpiralWakes #KinkyKinematics 

• to pinpoint protoplanets location look for a local sign reversal in the kinematic 
deviation (moment1-Keplerian) or #DopplerFlip                                                                                 


